Targeting and association of proteins with functional domains in the nucleus: the insoluble solution.
The mammalian nucleus is highly organized into distinct functional domains separating different biochemical processes such as transcription, RNA processing, DNA synthesis, and ribosome assembly. A number of proteins known to participate in these processes were found to be specifically localized at their corresponding functional domains. A distinct targeting sequence, necessary and sufficient for the localization to DNA replication foci, was identified in the N-terminal, regulatory domain of DNA methyltransferase and DNA ligase I and might play a role in the coordination of DNA replication and DNA methylation. The fact that the targeting sequence is absent in lower eukaryotic and prokaryotic DNA ligase I homologs suggests that "targeting" is a rather recent development in evolution. Finally, targeting sequences have also been identified in some splicing factors and in viral proteins, which are responsible for their localization to the speckled compartment and to the nucleolus, respectively. These higher levels of organization are likely to contribute to the regulation and coordination of the complex and interdependent biochemical processes in the mammalian nucleus.